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Abstract

Purpose: Consider the elbow’s flexor muscles, we had developed a vibratory stimulation muscle strength training apparatus
which  can  easy   adjusted the stimulatory  amplitude and frequency and discuse the vibratory stimulation effect.
Method: Subjects are 6 healthy university male students. In the pre-test before vibration stimulation and then the latter was
assigned randomly different 5 stimulation types that including：high frequency high amplitude(HFLA)(30Hz,50Nm),high
frequency low amplitude(HFLA)(30Hz,2.5Nm),low frequency high amplitude(LFHA)(2.5Hz,50Nm),low frequency low
amplitude(LFLA)(2.5Hz,2.5Nm) and the control group(non-vibration stimulation).
The duration of stimulation time is 10 second. Result:1. the apparatus output the smooth sin wave, the frequency and
amplitude can adjusted for the study’s demand. 2. The pretest of max force was higher than the post test value. 3.Demonstrated
by way of the RMS of EMG index after stimulations, the HFLA and LFHA have the increase tendency. 4. The rate of force
RFD0.5s have the increase tendency, but there are not found in the RFD0.01s and   RFD0.1s . On the basic of the invention can
focus on different amplitude, frequency and more subjects to probe the effect of instant vibratory stimulation.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to compare the kinematics of racket arm, which contains the shoulder and wrist joint in table
tennis forehand loop against topspin and backspin. In this research the motion analysis system and eight CCD cameras were
used to capture three-dimensional motion (320Hz) of four male collegiate table tennis players. According to the results, the
forehand loop took less time during the backswing and acceleration period so that players spent less time finishing the whole
action, compared with the topspin and backspin (p<.05). The shoulder’s internal rotation and wrist extension angles as well as
their angular velocity of topspin and backspin are even larger than those of forehand loop during the acceleration phase. Since
the shoulder joint has more degrees of freedom, players can make good use of it to hit back various kinds of ball coming
toward them.
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